I. Introduction.
about the concentration of inhomogeneities without a microscopic examination of the interior.
Some progress on the attack of the problems of scattering of elastic waves by finite inclusions with sharp edges was made by Ang and Knopoff [5, 6] who obtained the solution to the two-dimensional cases of scattering by a single finite crack or strip. The problem, as in the present case, involves the solution of coupled dual singular integral equations. Mai et al. [7] have considered the scattering of normally incident compressional waves by a penny-shaped crack. The plan of this paper involves the solution of the problem of the scattering of long-wavelength compressional waves incident obliquely on a single circular crack imbedded in an infinite, elastic, homogeneous, isotropic medium. We then give a method for determining the properties of a medium randomly permeated by such cracks.
II. The integral equations. Let the location of the crack be given by z -0, 0 < r < 1, in cylindrical coordinates (r, 4>, z). All lengths are normalized with respect to the radius of the crack. The time harmonic behavior exp ( -tut) in all the physical quantities is suppressed. The displacement vector u for the diffracted field satisfies k? V(V-u) -K2 V X V X u + u = 0,
where fc,-= co/Vi , i = 1, 2
and vt and v2 are the compressional and shear wave velocities in the medium defined by the relations v\ = (X + 2n)/p, v l = m/p.
X and iix are the usual Lame elastic parameters and p is the density.
Let the vector displacement field be decomposed into three scalar potentials 4', S? and x as uT = ---77 + -7~ ,
dr r dip dz dr The normal components of the stress in terms of these potentials are
9 r d<p dz dr dz r d<fi \ dz '
Assume solutions of (5) to be Hr, <M) = E e'"' f (PUf) =F P2n(f)} J"(Me-"hl dt,
n = -co «/0 *(r, <t>, z) = E e** f IQUt) T Q2"(f)}/"(fr)e-"ul df,
n=" -co Jo x(r, <f>,z) = E ein* f {Rln(fi =F «2"(f)} Jn(fr)e-U' df,
n= -co ^0 where^ = f2 -fc< , Re Vi > 0, i = 1, 2.
The T sign in (7) refers to z ^ 0 respectively. The six functions Pln(f), etc. are determined from the boundary conditions. For the free-free problem, = 0 r < 1, i = r,<t>, z,
where the stresses r° refer to the incident field. The displacement is continuous for r > 1 and the stresses are continuous for all r. The latter condition implies f m2 -kl)PUr) + 2v2fRin(0\Jn(M dt = 0, 
Using the identity for Bessel functions zJ'n{x) ± nJn(x) = ± J(11) (10b) and (10c) may be written as 
QUt) = 0.
The continuity of the displacement for r > 1 implies from (4) and (7) f tlPUt) + vMt)W(tr) dt + ^ f Q*n(t)Jn(tr) dt = 0, r > 1, (13a)
«^0
There are three more relationships which arise from the boundary conditions (9), but these will require that incident waves be specified. We assume that a harmonic plane P-wave of frequency u travels in the x-z plane and strikes the crack obliquely. The incident wave is given by *° = X° = 0,
n= -a> a2 + /32 = k\ Using (6), (7), (12), (14) and the identity (11) in Eqs. (9), we get
Jo where (7(f) = -(2f2 -/c2)2J/(2f3 -k\). Putting (12) into (13) and using the identity (11), we obtain the following dual integral equations:
Emboldened by our success in reducing the typographic complexity of these equations by introducing the function G(f), we make some further typographic simplifications by defining
The dual integral equations may be written as
Jo f fWr) + QUW^(tr) dt;
Jo where
III. Solution to the dual integral equations. For our purposes, it is convenient to imagine the right-hand sides of (20a), (21a) and (22a) as known. Let these three expressions be hn(r), fn(r), g"(r). We must solve the dual integral equations (20) and the coupled dual integral equations (21) and (22); the solution to the first problem is independent of the solution to the second. The solutions will be obtained by introducing auxiliary functions which are defined in terms of »Sn(f), Q2"(f) and L"(f). The particular form of these auxiliary functions is chosen so that (20b), (21b) and (22b) are satisfied identically. The remaining equations are then put into a suitable form for iteration in the long-wavelength approximation.
The solution proposed for (20), (21) and (22) requires n > 0 for (20) and n > 0 for (21) and (22). This produces no difficulty since, from the integral equations, it can be seen that
The case n = 0 in (21) and (22) will be treated separately. We postulate the following solutions for (20), (21) and (22):
n > 0.
Only Pmiv) wih be found; the other auxiliary functions are determined similarly. Before continuing, the following identities will be needed:
V > r, n > v > -1, 0<t)<r,n>v> -1, (27b) f dp = (W2ty/2v'+1/2J,+u^v),
We will also want to recall that the solution to Abel's integral equation f / 2 dr, = /(r), 0 < r < 1, 
where it has been assumed that lim,_,0 [pin(v)Jn-a/2^v)] -0. Substituting (31) into (21a) and using (27a), we get
The integral equation may be inverted by assuming /"(r) is known and using (30), (21a) and (28). The resulting equation is then integrated over r] from 0 to r/ and gives If these kernels are expanded in powers of kt , fc2 , it can be shown that F 1,(77, t), F2"(?7, 0 and G2n(r], t) are of the order fc2 and F3"(t7, <) and (ji"(ij, £) are of the order of fc4. The solutions to (35) and (36) are obtained by iteration in which the first-order solution is Pi«(v) = P°u(v), 3i»W = Qiniv) and s"(r)) = s°(tj).
To obtain the complete solution, we must now solve (17) and (18) Fob, t) = 0(fc2).
IV. Effective elastic modulus.
Having solved the problem of the scattering of incident plane P-waves on a single crack, we proceed to find the effective elastic modulus associated with the scattering of a P-wave by a random distribution of such cracks, randomly oriented as well, and imbedded in an otherwise elastic material. The effective modulus will be calculated by considering the flawed material as an equivalent homogeneous isotropic elastic material subjected to a constant traction on the surface. The deformational energy of the equivalent homogeneous material will be calculated and set equal to the deformational energy of the flawed material. It will be assumed that the density of inhomogeneities is small, so that in the lowest approximation the deformational energy of the flawed system is equal to the energy of the unflawed homogeneous host matrix plus a correction due to the flaws.
We write the total energy in the flawed case as E = E° + AE = | f rlrft dv+'-f (t ijtij -r°#€°;) dv,
where the first integral is evidently the result in the unflawed case. In these expressions, v is the total volume. The volume v in the flawed case is bounded by an exterior surface S and the surfaces of the cracks S0. By an energetic application of the divergence theorem, the boundary conditions rnl-= 0 on S0 where n is the normal to S0 , and the reciprocity theorem, we can write (45) as
where [«<] is the jump in ut across S0 . Let the effective moduli be X, , n, and the elastic moduli for the matrix material be X, ix. There exist two Hookean operators Li and L2 connecting the stress and the strain:
Thus (46) becomes The dominant term in the sum is that for n -0. Thus the jump in u, in the static limit is 
from (35a) and (35b).
The stress t°,-is obtained from the incident field <J>° = exp (i{ar cos (<j> -<£0) + /32]).
The Hookean operator acting on the stress r°,-is
The energy density in the equivalent unflawed medium is tiMt*,) = (X, + 2 M*°)\
The scalar quantity /St, r°Jn,['Ui] <LS is independent of choice of coordinates. Hence, we take a coordinate system such that the normal of Sp is in the 2-direction for any disk. The stresses in the incident field are 
To this point, we have considered the scattering by a crack of unit radius. We now dimensionalize the result for a crack of radius a, and we have X + ju 2 n(\ + /i)J, as the expectation value; i.e., the average comprcssional modulus of the flawed material in terms of the properties of the matrix, i.e. the unflawed material, and Na3/v, the number of cracks per unit volume scaled by a3, a quantity having the dimensions of volume derived from the radius of the crack.
